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On one side of a room is a guitar with a standard tuning of
E,A,D,G,B,E going from lowest to highest. On the other side of the
room is a low E tuning fork. If we strike the fork with a mallet, let it
ring, and then observe the guitar, then one can easily see
vibrations in the low E string, but almost nothing in the others. This
simple experiment demonstrates the phenomena of resonance and
nonresonance. This week my goal is to explore resonance and
nonresonance using the tools of calculus and linear algebra.

We begin by creating mathematical models that describe
vibrating guitar strings under several different conditions. The
models include both the continuous (ordinary differential equations)
and the discrete (matrix-vector equations). We will also see how these
models are related to oscillating suspension bridges such as the
famous, and disastrous, Tacoma Narrows Bridge.
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We will analyze the models using ideas first developed in
calculus and linear algebra courses and later extended to Variational
Methods (higher dimensional calculus) and Functional Analysis (higher
dimensional linear algebra). The challenges involved in this analysis
have motivated some beautiful mathematics both classical and
modern. I plan to discuss several examples of central importance
and will describe research projects with students, both
undergraduate and graduate. Along the way we will also identify
open problems worth investigating.
For more information please see mathstats.uncg.edu/events/mathematical-sciences/
or contact Shivaji at shivaji@uncg.edu

